CHAPTER
ETHICAL AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS-
DEPENDENCE ASPECTS
Our con-	All that we have said  with regard to the weaning of the
elusions   with chj|d |rom ^ |ove relationship that  binds  him   to the family
kw^and hate applies with but little alteration  to  the  dependence  relation-
aspects hold   shipS.    During   his   earliest   years   the   child    Is   necessarily
gdependence€ dependent on  his parents (or  their  substitutes)  both for the
aspects       actual means of his subsistence and for guidance and protection.
As   he   grows   up   however (as we have   seen   specially   in
Chapters  III and IV)   the   dependence on  his  family- should
gradually diminish,  so  that at  maturity he should be able in
most respects  to face the world as an independent individual.
Thf duty of	The duty of the parents, or failing them of the community,
parents to     'm reprarc| to the provision of material necessities for offspring
provide for	b         ^   .      ,	,	i	»	•    i»   *	*
offspring now is now  sufficiently recognised,  so  that  there is little need to
w . , insist upon it here. We may perhaps only suggest in passing
that the profound and complex nature of the satisfactions
which parents have in their children, and which we had
occasion to refer to in Chapter XIV, would very possibly
make the communistic rearing of children on a' large
scale as unsatisfying and inadequate from the point of view of
the parents as it would probably be from that of the children
themselves.
The necessity         The duty of the parents or their substitutes  in the direc-
^oosenfn^11?* **on °^ gra^ua^y weaning the  child from his initial condition
the depend-   of dependence has however received less- adequate recognition
faoweve^ not   nor ^as  ^e Difficult   an<^   delicate  nature  of  this  duty been
fully   realised sufficiently   appreciated.   On   the   economic   and  social  sides
indeed it is   admitted  that  it  is   incumbent   upon   parents to
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